June 2015

Morning Sunrise - Over The Ocean

This Newsletter is published by the Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
P.O. Box 10402, LINTON GRANGE, 6015
Editing by Christopher ZS2AAW

QSX‐PE ‐ Newsletter for the discerning Radio Ham
Download QSX‐PE from www.zs2pe.co.za/Newsletter/Newsletter.htm
or www.commco.co.za/pears.htm

PEARS Monthly Meeting
Tuesday 23rd of June, 7:30 pm (NB date change)
Nepal Earthquake Rescue Mission - Nico Louw
Head of Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University’s new
emergency medical care department

at the Italian Sporting Club, 17 Harold Road, Charlo.

DIARY OF EVENTS
14 June
17 June
20 June
17-18 July
15-16 August
22-23 August

ZS4 Sprint
World QRP Day
SA AMSAT Symposium
VW Rally
Trans Baviaans Mountain Bike Events

The Great Zuurberg Trek
Chris, ZS2AAW
PEARS provided radio communications for this event held on the 29‐31 May 2015, in and
around the Zuurberg Inn. The comms team camped at the Heyterdfale Farm from Thursday
evening until Sunday, and a good social time was had by all. Amateurs involved were ZR2TX
at control, ZS2RL & ZS2WG, ZR2CRS & Jimmy & Anthony, ZS2DH & ZS2AAW, ZS2G, ZS2MD
& son Chris
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THE PEARS ZS2 SPEEDY SPRINT
Theunis, ZS2EC
THE PEARS ZS2 SPEEDY SPRINT
Pears would like to offer a new contest aimed at a short and sweet fun event ‐ THE PEARS
ZS2 SPEEDY SPRINT
Aim:

To enjoy and have fun

Date:
Time:

31st October 2015 (Saturday)
1300—1430UTC (15H00—16H30CAT)

Bands:

HF band only

Mode:

SSB only

Frequencies: HF amateur frequencies (except Warc bands)
Power:

Qrp:
HP:

Antennas:

Wire antennas

Exchange:

Report and serial number (starting with 001)

Points:

1 point per contact
Each new prefix will count as a multiplier

Power multiplier:

5W
Maximum allowed power

Qrp stations: x5
General stations:x2

Logs to be in cabrillo or pdf format
Email logs to:

zs2ec@vodamail.co.za

Closing date for logs:

14 days after contest...(no late entries will be considered)

Certificates:

They will be awarded to the first 3 places
This will only happen if there are more than 5 logs received
Note: Certificates will be emailed
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From the Workbench – Part 4
Allan, ZS2R
The simple RF (radio frequency) probe is a most useful
tool when working at high frequencies and is often the
first RF measuring device a beginner ham will use. Its
design depends on a number of factors which are left to
the reader to investigate. Ham radio manuals like the
ARRL handbook would be a good place to begin.
Below is a picture of one of my probes which I often use connected to a multimeter, voltage
range usually below 5V and often in the mV range. The body is a rifle cartridge case,
threaded at the top end to take a fuel fitting to hold a cable support. Can be readily
dismantled to replace the diode!

A probe like this is useful
for detecting RF (radio
frequency) signals or for
setting devices for a
maximum
or
minimum
signal level.

If one wants to measure actual signal levels one needs to be a little careful because
these probes do not have a linear output. By this is meant that if the signal level
should double for example, the output would not double. This phenomenon is
caused by the non-linear response of diodes especially at low signal levels.

So I set up an experiment to calibrate my probe for small signals. (< 1V rms). I used
a reliable signal generator with a calibrated output and measured that output with
my probe making sure that the signal generator was working into the correct load.
Below is the calibration graph which is particular to my probe but would be similar
for like probes with germanium diodes. Silicon diodes would have a higher turn on
voltage of about 0.6V and would therefore not be as suitable for low voltage
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measurements. Be careful however because germanium diodes do not like reverse
voltages greater that about 20V.

I keep a copy of this calibration graph in a flip file on my work bench.
(End of Part 4)
‐‐‐oooOOOooo‐‐‐

Three brothers decide to go farming and to share equally all
assets and liabilities. They buy a cow from a neighbouring
farmer for thirty Rand. After they leave, the farmer decides
he has overcharged them, so he gives Jonas five Rand to
give back to them. Jonas thinks they will not know how
much was given back, so hides two Rand under a stone and
gives them three Rand. The brothers each paid ten Rand
and received one Rand back, so they paid twenty seven
Rand and added to the two Rand Jonas hid is twenty‐nine
Rand. What happened to the other Rand?
(thanks to ZS2U)
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The Raspberry Pi – Parts 1 ‐ 3
Reproduced from the first Pi magazine.
https://www.raspberrypi.org/magpi/
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The Dawn Of
Affordable
Computing
The ZX81 and Spectrum by Sinclair Research, were among the first
affordable home computers available during the early 1980's.

Although these 8‐bit computers were crude by today's standards,
they gave ordinary people the opportunity to write computer
programs and games.

The BBC Acorn computer was backed by the British Government for
use in education and subsidies were granted to schools. These
computers were a little too expensive for most families to have at
home.

The 'Electron' was Acorn's attempt at addressing the price issue. They
sold a number of units, however despite being more powerful on the
hardware side, the range of game titles was significantly smaller than
rivals Sinclair and Commodore.
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The Pioneers
The story of how the Raspberry Pi computer came to be.

Cambridge and Beyond
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PEARS AGM
PEARS Annual General Meeting Minutes
16 May 2015 @ 16h00
QTH – Italian Club, Harold Rd, Charlo

Welcome
The vice chairman Glen ZS2GV welcomed all present. 44 Members attending.
New member Chris Opperman (junior op of Micho ZS2MD) was welcomed as a new
member soon to write the RAE
Silent Keys
There were no silent keys in the club year ending April 2014.
Present and apologies
As per register, in addition, the Chairman Nick ZS2NT who was unfortunately at work, and
ZS2PP Phil in Port Alfred
Minutes of the AGM May 2014
These were not available from the secretary or Chairman, apologies for this were tendered
by Nick ZS2NT
Proposed:
Seconded:

n/a
n/a

No matters arising
Chairman’s report
The letter to members below was read to the meeting by the Vice Chairman Glen, ZS2GV.
Firstly I would like to thank everyone on the committee for their work done and
efforts put into the 2 years that I have stood as chairman, It was a great experience
and a pleasure to work along side you all, I would like to thank the members of
PEARS for electing me as the chairman and allowing me to stand for these past two
years. I have enjoyed my time as the chairman thus far.
I have become increasingly busy at work lately because of the new directions the
company is heading into, I’m sure that you have all noticed that I haven’t been able
to attend all the meetings of late, as you can see today as well. And not to mention
the bulletins I have missed, of which I do apologize.
I have been doing a lot of thinking and I have decided to not stand as the chairman
of PEARS again this year, I don’t seem to have the time, and for me to not put 100%
into the Club isn’t right, I owe it to you guys and its not fair. I feel that I’m not
contributing enough. I will be standing off the committee too this year, however I will
be back. I would like to help out on the committee as well as being the chairman
again but not this year. It would not be fair to the other committee members.
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The QSX was late this month, not Chris’s fault he asked me for the Chairman’s
report and minutes of the last AGM to put into the QSX and I was unable to give
them to him.
I’m sorry that I cannot be there witness the AGM and assist with the running of the
day and the election of the new Chairman and committee members.
Nick, ZS2NT
Treasurer’s report
Clive circulated the financial summary and explained the balance sheet to the meeting.
ZR2TX observed the subscription income is small compared to expenses – we need to
explore more ways to raise funds. R40 000 is not a large reserve and needs to be retained.
Income is generated from donations
88 members of which 11 were “ou toppies” so there are only 77 paying members
QSX printing and postage costs amount to about R8 per copy, so concentrate on
convincing those still on postal service to move to email, since the email list is now being
used each month, and does not need one to download off the web page
Proposed Seconded -

ZS2E
ZR2TX

A vote of thanks was extended to Clive ZS2RT for quietly taking care of the club finances
year after year
As a token of thanks to the auditor, Gus ZS2MC was handed a small gift by the treasurer.
Motion
There were no motions submitted for discussion at this year’s AGM
General
Nothing to report
Awards
Included in the Chairman’s letter were the awards allocated as follows:
PEARS VHF Trophy

-

Mike Bosch ( for all his efforts with the Pears VHF
Contest
DX Trophy
Theunis ZS2EC – for all his HF work using the
ZS2PE call sign
Constructors
ZR2NT Neil Thomas – PIC programing and along
those lines
PEARS HAM of the yearColin ZS2CRS for his efforts with PTAR last year and
the PEARS banners and the various other efforts on
his behalf
Merit Cup
(not awarded)
If anyone has any objections to the awards, please notify the committee.
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I will get the trophies engraved and have them brought to the next meeting, those that don’t
collect at the next meeting I will deliver to the individual members.
Nick, ZS2NT
SARL Awards
 Mike ZS2FM was presented with an award at the recent SARL national convention in
Bloemfontein. The award was received by the Border Radio Club members present on
his behalf and will be delivered to him at the next opportunity from East London.
Election of chairman
Tony ZR2TX proposed electing 5 members afresh
Nominations for chairman were invited:
Who
ZS2AAW

proposed by
ZR2TX

seconded by
ZS2EC

proposed by
ZS2EC
ZR2TX
ZS2AAW
ZR2TX
ZS2RT

seconded by
ZS2ABZ
ZS2MR
ZS2U
ZS2DL
ZS2PF

Election of committee

Who
ZR2TX
ZS2RT
ZS2GV
ZS2GB
ZS2JO

Nominations were ceased.

The new chairman ZS2AAW addressed the meeting briefly, hoping for a successful year and
support from members. Some suggestions were discussed as regards generating activity. It was
also stated that the meeting topic calendar on the PEARS web site needed to be filled so that
members know what is planned for the next meeting. They are more likely to attend a meeting if
there are concrete plans, than to come along for nothing.
Some additional awards may be made at the next meeting/s.
The meeting closed at 17h15
Supper was served (fish and chips) and light entertainment provided…

‐‐‐oooOOOooo‐‐‐
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Swops (email swopshop@peham.co.za)
WHAT….

WHO…

2m Base station antennas – end fed half wave

Ken ZS2OC – 041 360 1722

Home brew >20A 13.8V PSU with fine adjust, overvoltage protection
and remote meter box with AUX outlets

Cyril ZS2EJ – 041 360 8482

Or if you want to build your own PSU – how about this transformer…?

Cyril ZS2EJ – 041 360 8482
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CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS – June
02
03
06
09
10
16
18
19
21
23
25
30

Vanessa Cummings, XYL of Glen ZS2GV
Tim Joubert ZS2X
Linton Rohl ZS2ICE
Gus Winter ZS2MC
Ken Victor ZS2OC
Ian Moore, ZS2IJ
Ingrid Petzer, XYL of Dawid ZS1PC
Nevill Bowden ZS2N
Freddy Leibach ZR2FM
Beverley Higgs, XYL of Dave ZS2DH
Terry Flanagan ZS2ABB
John Ashworth ZS2GB

BIRTHDAYS – July
05
07
08
10
11
12
13
16
20
20
22
25
28
29
29

Nico Oelofse ZS4N
Jim van Loggerenberg ZS2LR
Ronel du Plessis, XYL of Basie ZR2BA
Mitch Rundle ZS2DK
Marius Rautenbach ZS2JR
Sandra Bowden, XYL of Nevill ZS2N
Cyril Hislop ZS2EJ
Hendrina Pearson, XYL of George ZS2E
Marelyn Villiers, XYL of Ettienne
Sally Jacobs, XYL of Donald ZS2BW
Beavan Gwilt ZS2RL
Dave Higgs ZS2DH
Yacov Loock ZS2YCL
Leslie Jansen ZS2LES
Des Petit ZS2ABU

ANNIVERSARIES – June
16 Viv & Peggy Moore ZS2VM
16 Viv & Peggy Moore ZS2VM
26 Rob & Rosemary MacGeoghegan ZS2ROB &
ZR2MCR
30 Ettienne & Marelyn Villiers

ANNIVERSARIES – July
01
02
06
07
10
15

Gerrit & Laetitias Rautenbach ZS2XD
Donald & Sally Jacobs ZS2BW
Frederick & Joy Leibach ZR2FM
Barry & Colleen Nugent ZS2NF
George & Hendrina Pearson ZS2E
Martin & Margaret Ras ZS2MR

If you are a member and your birthday or
anniversary details are omitted or incorrect,
please notify Clive ZS2RT (or any committee
member) to update our records.

PEARS Sunday Bulletins‐ volunteers needed
Chris, ZS2AAW
Since we only elected the bare minimum number of committee members, and will rather
co‐opt other members for specific functions, (and since our vice Chairman gives Sunday
School lessons), we are short of enough bulletin readers to make a 2 month rotating
schedule.
PLEASE offer to present one bulletin as a volunteer once in a while. The club needs your
assistance, and we have to make them interesting and informative for listeners. Its no good
just calling for late news .
Email or text me – 082 925 6367 or
Christopher[at]peham.co.za
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS provides a local reading of the SARL
national bulletins in Afrikaans at 08h15 and
English at 08h30.
The club bulletins are
transmitted immediately after the SARL English
bulletin, i.e. at about 08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as
the 2m linked network that provides coverage
from Butterworth to George and up to the Free
State and their environs.

Bulletin Roster
www.zs2pe.co.za/bulletins.htm
7 June
Clive
ZS2RT
14 June
V1
?
21 June
John
ZS2GB
28 June
V2
?
5 July
V3
?
12 July
Chris
ZS2AAW

A recorded rebroadcast of the society bulletin
takes place on the Eastern Cape Linked Repeater
Network every Monday night at 20h00, courtesy
of Ewalt, ZS2EHB.

The bulletin readers are
always looking for something
to announce. If you have
something to contribute,
please forward it to the next
reader.

HAM RADIO OUTLET‐SOUTH AFRICA cc
“Where Radio is a Passion”
Port Elizabeth’s official distributer of YAESU, Kenwood and
ICOM amateur equipment

For all your Amateur needs from plugs to coax….
give us a call 041 3711425
Speak to Donovan (ZS2DL)
We Ship Country Wide!
Visit http://www.hamradio.co.za
For all your ham radio requirements!
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Your Society’s Committee for 2015‐2016
Chairman, QSX, Wifi, Repeaters
Vice Chairman, Events & Rally
organising
Secretary
Treasurer
Technical/repeaters
Public Relations

RAE Examination Admin.
HF Assessors

Hamnet scoring
Contest Committee
PEARS VHF/UHF Contest
Meetings catering
QSX Editor

Chris Scarr ZS2AAW
Tony Allen ZR2TX

082 925 6367
082 956 2920

christopher[at]peham.co.za
tony.zr2tx[at]gmail.com

John Ashworth ZS2GB
Clive Fife ZS2RT
Glen Cummings ZS2GV
Johannes Geldenhuys ZS2JO

082 490 2500
041 367 3203
082 411 2743
082 320 3032

Johna[at]littleslipper.co.za
clive[at]peham.co.za
glenvanessa[at]gmail.com
johannes[at]s4.co.za

CO‐OPTED POSTS
Donovan ZS2DL
Rory ZS2BL
Chris ZS2AAW
Bill ZS2ABZ
Al ZS2U
Theunis ZS2EC,
Al ZS2U
Mike ZS2FM
Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ
Vacant

082 852 4885
072 026 8909
082 925 6367
041 581 2580
041 360 2983
082 766 8830
041 360 2983
084 612 9600
O41 581 2580
‐

zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
rory[at]commco.co.za
christopher[at]peham.co.za
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
al[at]peham.co.za
contest[at]peham.co.za
mikecbosch[at]gmail.com
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
‐

Replace [at] with @ when you want to send an email (this is done to try to prevent spamming).

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
Local Repeaters: These repeaters form a separate sub‐net in the PE ‐ Uitenhage ‐ Despatch area.
Town VHF
Town UHF
Uitenhage
Longmore
IRLP available
145,050/650
431,050/438,650
145,075/675
145,025/625
on this subnet
Cape Linked System Repeaters:
These form the PEARS long‐range 2‐metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and WCRWG
systems. See www.zs2pe.co.za/Repeaters/repeaters.htm for more details.
Lady's Slipper
Grahamstown
Cradock
Noupoort (link only)
145,100/700
145,150/750
145,050/650
438,750 / 438,675
Colesberg
Kareedouw
Plett
Brenton
431,075/438,675
145,125/725
145,175/775
145,075/675
Packet network:
ZS0NTP‐2 Packet Node
ZS0NTP BBS
ZS0GHT‐2 Packet Node
ZS0CDK‐2 Digi
Lady’s Slipper
Lady’s Slipper
Grahamstown
Cradock
On all node frequencies
144,800 1200bd
144,800 1200bd
144,800 1200bd
434,800 1200bd
439,850 9600bd
439,850 9600bd (to LS)
434,800 1200bd APRS
ZS0KDJ APRS Digi
ZS0KDB APRS Digi
ZS2ABZ‐4
Mount Road
Longmore
WMR918 WX Station
434,800 1200bd
434,800 1200bd
144,625 1200bd
VHF Beacon: 50,007 MHz FSK – ZS2X, 25 Watts into 2 element Yagi beaming north.
Banking details (for subs & donations): NEDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594, Bank code 121217, A/C name: Port
Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society. Please use call signs as a reference.

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor, nor any PEARS club member, shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or
drawing contained in this newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee
member or other members of the Club. The material contained in this newsletter is not meant to defame, purge, humiliate
and/or hurt someone's person or feelings.
If copyright is unintentionally infringed, we apologise, this newsletter is published as a free service to Amateur Radio
operators and friends and is neither for profit nor gain.
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IF NOT DELIVERED
RETURN TO
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
PO Box 10402
LINTON GRANGE
6015
AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS
and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS,
COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS
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